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Are the advocates of nuclear power and the adversaries listening
to each other? Does dialogue have a chance?
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An intelligent dialogue needs a basis, i.e. a common language, a joint interest in
reaching agreements, and a consensus on common and mutually accepted targets.
How did we handle these trivial prerequisites in the past? In order to evaluate the
present situation of nuclear power it might be helpful to analyse the young history of
nuclear PR.

One tact is immediately evident, the basis o dialogue varied during the last decades. A
simplified graph (fig. 1) generalizes the development of public discussion of nuclear
issues at least in the Federal Republic of Germany. The sixties were characterized by a
technical and objective formulation of questions: people wanted to understand nuclear
power and its peaceful utilization. During the seventies this discussion was slowly
replaced by a dialogue about the necessity and impacts of nuclear power: people
wanted to understand the social role of nuclear issues. From that time on nuclear
industry became the example by means of which the structure and the development of
the national and the international society have been discussed. The beginning of the
eighties showed a slight return to a balanced dialogue up to the shock of Chernobyl
which pushed the social discussion to a new peak. "New uncoverings", most of them
exaggerated and irrelevant, gave no chance to come back to an objective dialogue
thus far.
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Fig. 1: Development of Nuclear Di alogue
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The nuclear community certainly notified this development. PR-strategies tried to deal
with the changing public interest from purely technical questions to those related to the
human society and the standard of values. But apart from a certain time lag a severe
handicap appeared: a common language was missing.

Two - also simplified - illustrations show the problem. At the beginning of the seventies
(fig. 2a) the public interest in nuclear affairs was still technically orientated. The
wording however had changed. Scientists and technicians answered emotional
questions by rational arguments. The public started talking about fears whilst nuclear
engineers argued with probabilities and risk analysis. Even worse, an emotional
argumentation was discriminated by the nuclear advocates. The dialogue failed.
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Fig. 2 Failing Nuclear Dialogue
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At the beginning of the eighties (fig. 2b) another discrepancy became evident. The
representatives of nuclear industry had agreed to emotional topics. However, the
dialogue failed again because public interest was now socially orientated. This
resulted in a right wording but wrong answers. And, in addition, the material
necessaries of people in the industrialized countries were satisfied and ideal values hit
the headlines. Another phenomenon must be faced, too: the admired experts of the
sixties were now considered as representatives of pure economic interests who have
to be mistrusted. And on the other side, some people of the nuclear community
understood nuclear opponents as members of a conspirative movement.

Which lessons have we to learn from those developments? Dialogue will only have a
future chance (at least with a broad majority of people) if the pros and cons of nuclear
power mutually agree upon a common and essential assumption underlieing all
different approaches: mankind has to improve the conditions of life on our limited
globe in order to meet the threatening challenges of the future!

How can we trigger this process towards a new confidence?

Our problem is two-fold. (1) The modified standard of values in our saturated
industrialized countries leads to a low awareness for material precautions of life.
Nevertheless, nuclear power is such a material precaution. Thus, we have to answer
the new public questions without giving up our self-evidence. 2) We will be suspected
of hypocrisy and pharisaism if we don't handle the new arguments with care and
instinct.

We have to stick to absolute correctness and honesty in putting questions and giving
answers. We must be courageous to tackle uncomfortable issues because we will
further lose reputation if we do not clarity e. g.

there is no absolute safety whatsoever

military misuse has to be considered as a problem

nuclear energy will not be the absolute remedy for climatic changes
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And we have to find a saticfactory answer to: does nuclear power really contribute to
the solution of global problems? Some key-words give orientations.

•peace guarantee by careful treatment of resources, by reduction of material needs
particularly in Third World countries, generally by prevention of allocation conflicts

• environmental improvements by reduction of pollution, by termination of excessive
exploitation of raw materials, generally by prevention of a climate catastrophe

• social security by preservation of the democratic industrial society, by long-term
coverage of demands, generally by retention of economic and ecologic efficiencies

Based on these key-words we have to elaborate new PR-strategies for the nineties. A
new dialogue seems to be possible although it will take time particularly in a country
like the Federal Republic of Germany. But we should use this chance to escape from
the current dilemma. We must face the fact that a technical accident might be less
detrimental than an "information accident".
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